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Product Manager | Freelance writer | Introverted because I became a product manager, I had to first ascertain what transfer skills That I had to be relevant in product management, and was ready to develop a new i didn't have yet. In this article, I will take you on a step-by-step journey from where I started as a beginner to
where I am now as an assistant product manager in zigzag. What I see you learning from this article is how to immerse yourself in the world of product management and how to work your way to your first PM job. Facebook Developer Circle LagosMy's learning activities were the first introduction to technology when I
joined the Facebook Developers Circle in Lagos in 2017. I began to get acquainted with the language of technology and feelings, enough for me to have meaningful conversations about technology. It was in the developer community that I first heard about product management, a better understanding that building
technical solutions involves more than coding. I became interested in product-focused work. I brushed my SEO content writing friend skillsA in the technology community and reached out to me about the idea of starting a technology blog to celebrate outstanding people in the Nigerian technology community. I liked the
'start from scratch' part of the idea and jumped right in. For each article I wrote, Monitored Analytics was laser focused on increasing the number of active readers daily. Over time, I got the best search in SEO and was able to get a blog to arrange keywords' Meetups technology in Nigeria. This was a job for me! I got a
job as a product trainers years in SEO content writing and also get actively involved in the technology community, and i'm conscious to work on an increased outspoken technology product. I got a job as a product manager for a financial technology product that was just getting early adopters and trained different groups
of sales agents from this time to when we made the product fit in the market. What I enjoyed was how I worked across a career with the product team, the sales team, the customer service team, the fraud investigation team, and the audit team. Feedback based on the data I obtained from my training courses and from
customer communication has given the product team the insight needed to improve the product to customers. That means a lot to me! Moving to product management in my former role as a product coach, I got a lot of interest in solving customer problems, and I liked how busy the product manager was in his quest to
find ways to improve the product for them. When the close occurred in March, you took the opportunity to register in the product category that lasted until June. I didn't have any clear plans at the time about how to move but I was just getting ready. In the same month of June, my company closed my department and
some others, and let everyone go. I tweeted on my last day of work, asking that it be recommended for the role of co-producer. I got it! After my There were kind strangers who referred me, sent me business links to apply for, and also tagged me in job opening tweets. Resources your PM or APM preparatory interview i
am assigned a friend to my current job in zigzag, and sent a great friend referral for me to apply for the role of product manager rotation Facebook. This is how you came across these resources that will help you prepare for your prime interview:1. Cracking the Prime Minister's Interview, by Gail McDowell.2. Decryption
and Invasion, by Louis C. Lin.3. You can join the practice community interviewing the Prime Minister on the recession to get partners for fake interviews with.4. Feel free to subscribe to the Exponential YouTube channel and binge-watch fake interviews that focus on product sensing and product execution.5 If you would
like to apply for the role of APM or PM in any of the major technology companies in Silicon Valley and would like to keep up with recruitment talks or recommendations, then download blind.Wrap upProduct management is an interesting area for lifelong learners and I am excited because I finally got this trip. While there is
no global path to becoming prime minister, I hope you will be able to learn a thing or two of my journey, especially knowing your convertible skills. In case you want to enroll in a product school or join some PM communities, here is a link to my previous entry level resource to become a product manager. Maybe you've got
interested in a product manager's rotation program together, you can click here for very first-class categories to apply for. There is never the perfect time to start, so you may as well start now. Thanks for reading up to the point. Feel free to contact me on LinkedIn.Photo Credit: Status Labs | Undraw.Join Hacker Noon
create a free account to open your custom reading experience. Achieving team productivity is a dream come true for all team managers out there. The success of running a product team is a very difficult task, as working with people can be very attractive. However, the success of team management will make everyone
happy, the leader, the team members and the company as a whole. Remember that the best companies in the world are successful because they are made up of incredible teams. So, if you are a team leader, these are some tips that will help make you and your team more productive. Working on communication is the
most important thing a team can have. If you don't establish good communication, there may be many problems. There are two different ways to improve communication between team members. The first focuses more on the personal level, while the other is concerned with the professional level. Bringing people closer
together on a personal level is achievable through team-building events such as dinners, weekend trips or similar types of activities. This will let people learn more about each other, which will open up more communication channels. After all, it is much easier Connect with someone you are familiar with from a stranger
sitting next to you. On the other hand, it is very important to set limits for professional contacts. You don't want to create an atmosphere where people will talk about their own lives during working hours, because this is just a distraction for the whole team. So, it's very important to set some rules about things that need to
be connected, things that should be informed of your team members and many other business-related things. The more each of these communication channels evolves, the better productivity. Be sure to make breaks not be the best team leader if you simply force your team members to pull out more hours of continuous
work. The truth is that we are all human and that breaks are necessary if you want to stay focused on work within an 8-hour period. No matter how good your team is, it is impossible to maintain a high level of concentration within an 8-hour period. A good idea is to encourage this type of behavior by taking breaks yourself
as a team leader. This will indicate to people that they can rest as well. A 15-minute period is the perfect time to relax your brain and let it rest. Making 3 or 4 of these breaks during working hours is the perfect amount of rest time to save your entire team. This ensures that they are less bored, less tired and will make them
more productive. There's a fine science behind taking breaks, so be sure to use it to help reduce stress and increase productivity - your team will love it. Turning your team into a well oiled machine takes a lot of time and commitment. There is a factor that needs to be addressed. It is very important that every team
member realizes that they are part of something bigger, part of a team, which is in itself an integral part of the company. This will involve each member of the team to provide more for the entire team and for the project. Emphasizing the big picture is very important, as it will get in people's heads over time. What is more
important than increasing productivity is the fact that when someone is more involved in a job at work, there are much greater opportunities that a new idea can take the entire company in a new direction can emerge. You never know how talented and willing to work someone. So if you want your team to become more
innovative, shaping your entire team's mentality is a key starting point. Setting realistic goals is very important because a sense of accomplishment is one of the things that will motivate people more. For example, you should avoid involving your team in projects that take more than 3 months to achieve, or if you have to
face it with that kind of commitment, it is necessary to divide the project into smaller and shorter achievements. This will give people a sense of improvement after every complete step, although the project is a lot On the other hand, the task that takes up to a month to complete will provide your team with a great sense of
accomplishment. Small and time-regenerated victories will take your team much further, so be careful when determining how to schedule tasks. When you finish any kind of task, regardless of whether the task is successful or not, it is very important to show appreciation to all the people who participated in the project.
This will make every member of the team feel important and appreciated. If a task is completed without any particular credits, people will feel less motivated to share more with the tasks to come, as they will not feel that the energy you invest is sufficiently appreciated. So, no matter how you perform a particular task, it's
important to give some kind of spirited speech that will motivate the people around you. Over a longer period of time, the estimated team members will not only increase productivity, but also create a sense of family, and increase loyalty and trust. Making a truly professional environmentall of the above things is important
to form, but the basis on which all these things should be built is a great work environment. Create a soundproof and isolation environment that will enable your teammates to be productive. In addition, although it may seem harsh to some people, access to a variety of time-wasting websites and social networks should be
blocked. These are some of the ways in which people lose valuable time, where social networks take their focus for long periods of time. On the other hand, while protecting people from the grip of the Internet it is important to make sure there are no trespassers in the office. Any kind of interruption is very distracting for
the entire team, which can significantly reduce the productivity of the entire team. These are some tips that will encourage certain behavior and increase the productivity of the people around you. However, it is also important to apply some practical steps, so that people are more time efficient. If you combine all these
tips, your team will feel like one big family, which will help them get the job done efficiently and enthusiastically. Credit Featured Image: via pexels.com pexels.com
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